This article comparatively tests three cooperative co-evolution methods for automated controller design in simulated robot teams. Collective NeuroEvolution (CONE) co-evolves multiple robot controllers using emergent behavioral specialization in order to increase collective behavior task performance. CONE is comparatively evaluated with two related controller design methods in a collective construction task. The task requires robots to gather building blocks and assemble the blocks in specific sequences in order to build structures. Results indicate that for the team sizes tested, CONE yields a higher collective behavior task performance (comparative to related methods) as a consequence of its capability to evolve specialized behaviors.
Introduction
The automated design and adaptation of collective behavior in simulated (agent) or situated and embodied (robot) groups (Schultz and Parker, 2002) often uses biologically inspired design principles. Collective behavior refers to group behaviors that result from the interaction of individual agents or robots (Schultz and Parker, 2002) . The objective of such systems is to replicate desirable collective behaviors exhibited in biological systems such as social insect colonies , multi-cellular organisms (Hawthorne, 2001) , and economies of a nation and companies (Resnick, 1997) .
As an essential part of survival in nature, there is a balance of cooperation versus competition for resources between and within different species. An individual's ability to survive (its fitness) changes over time since it is coupled to the fitness of other individuals of the same and different species inhabiting the same environment. Co-adaptation between species is referred to as coevolution (Futuyma and Slatkin, 1983) and has manifest itself in the form of increasingly complex competitive and cooperative behaviors (Polechovà and Barton, 2005) . Natural co-evolution has provided a source of inspiration for the derivation of co-evolution algorithms (Wiegand, 2004) . Co-evolution algorithms work via decomposing a given task into a set of composite subtasks that are solved by a group of artificial species. These species either compete (competitive co-evolution) or cooperate (cooperative co-evolution) with each other in order to solve a given task. Co-evolution provides a natural representation for many collective behavior tasks, since each species is equatable with the behavior of individual agents or robots.
In certain biological systems, behavioral specializations have evolved over time as a means of diversifying the system in order to adapt to the environment (Seligmann, 1999) . For example, honey bees efficiently divide labor between specialized individuals via dynamically adapting their foraging behavior for pollen, nectar, and water as a function of individual preference and colony demand (Calderone and Page, 1988) . That is, in many biological systems, specialization is fundamental mechanism necessary for the group to adapt to task and environment constraints and achieve optimal efficiency. This research proposes combining Neuro-Evolution (NE) (Yao, 1999) and cooperative co-evolution (Potter and De Jong, 2000) to adapt Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (Haykin, 1998) agent controllers in order that a group of simulated agents solve a collective behavior task.
This research falls within the purvey of evolutionary robotics research (Nolfi and Floreano, 2000) . Within the larger taxonomy of cooperative multirobot systems (Farinelli et al., 2004) . The robot teams simulated in this research are defined as being cooperative, heterogeneous, aware, weakly coordinated, and distributed. That is, the teams are cooperative in that the robots co-operate in order to perform some global task (Noreils, 1993) . The teams are heterogeneous since each robot is initialized with and develops a different behavior (Stone, 2000) over the course of a cooperative co-evolution process. The teams are aware in that robots take into account the actions performed by other robots in order to accomplish their own task (Batalin and Sukhatme, 2002) . The teams are weakly coordinated in that they do not employ any explicit or predefined coordination protocol (Batalin and Sukhatme, 2002) . In this research, coordination and cooperation are emergent properties resulting from the interaction between robots and their environment (Steels, 1990 ).
Neuro-Evolution, Cooperative Co-Evolution, and Collective Behavior
NE is the adaptation of ANNs using artificial evolution (Yao, 1999) . The main advantage of NE is that details about how a task is to be solved does not need to be specified a priori by the system designer. Rather, a simulator is used to derive, evaluate and adapt controller behaviors for a given task (Miikkulainen, 2010) . For a comprehensive review of NE methods the reader is referred to Floreano et al. (2008) .
Cooperative co-evolution methods use cooperation between multiple species (populations of genotypes) and competition between genotypes within a species to derive solutions. Applied to a collective behavior task, genotypes within a species constitute candidate partial solutions to a complete solution. That is, genotypes within the same species compete for the role of the fittest genotype (a candidate partial solution). Individuals selected from each species are co-evolved in a task environment where they collectively form complete solutions. Genotypes from each species that work well together (as complete solutions) are selected for recombination. The fittest complete solutions are those that yield the highest collective behavior task performance, when tested in a given simulator.
The advantages of cooperative co-evolution include versatility and applicability to many complex, continuous, and noisy tasks (Chellapilla and Fogel, 1999) . The use of multiple species provides a natural representation for many collective behavior tasks (Bryant and Miikkulainen, 2003) , (Blumenthal and Parker, 2004) , (Nitschke et al., 2010) , and specialization is often effectuated in the behaviors evolved by species (partial solutions) in response to task and environment constraints (Potter et al., 2001) , (Li et al., 2004) .
An overview of all methods that combine NE and cooperative co-evolution is beyond the scope of this article. Recent reviews of NE based cooperative and competitive co-evolution, applied to solve collective behavior tasks, can be found in Floreano et al. (2008) and Nitschke (2009a) .
Given the success of previous cooperative co-evolution methods that use NE to solve collective behavior tasks, this research proposes to apply the Collective Neuro-Evolution (CONE) method, detailed in section 2 to solve a complex collective construction task. The goal of this article is to evaluate the task performance of CONE in comparison with two related controller design methods that use NE. The two other controller design methods tested are Multi-Agent Enforced Sub-Populations (MESP) (Yong and Miikkulainen, 2007) , and Cooperative Co-Evolutionary Algorithm (CCGA) (Potter, 1997) . CCGA and MESP were selected since both methods have been demonstrated as being appropriate for facilitating specialization in the behaviors of ANN controlled agents and for solving collective behavior tasks (Potter et al., 2001) , (Yong and Miikkulainen, 2007) . All methods are evaluated in a Gathering and Collective Construction task (section 3).
Collective Construction
This article investigates a collective construction task (section 3). Collective construction tasks require that agents coordinate their behaviors or cooperate in order to build structures in the environment. Most research that applies adaptive methods to solve collective construction tasks has been studied in the context of simulated agent groups (Theraulaz and Bonabeau, 1995) , (Werfel and Nagpal, 2008) , (Panangadan and Dyer, 2009 ).
The collective construction task studied in this article, requires that agents first gather resources and place them in a construction zone. Collective gathering tasks require that agents search for, and transport resources from given locations to another part of the environment . Collective gathering tasks typically require that agents divide their labor amongst sub-tasks to derive a collective behavior that maximizes the quantity of resources gathered. Thus collective gathering (and by extension collective construction) tasks are interpretable as optimization problems and have been studied with mathematical models (Bonabeau et al., 1996) , , (Gautrais et al., 2002) . There are numerous examples of adaptive methods applied to simulated agent groups in order that collective gathering (Murciano and Millan, 1997) , (Ijspeert et al., 2001) , (Waibel et al., 2006) , (Gautrais et al., 2002) , (Bonabeau et al., 1997) or construction (Theraulaz and Bonabeau, 1995) , (Thomas et al., 2005) , (Guo et al., 2009) , (Werfel and Nagpal, 2008) , (Panangadan and Dyer, 2009) tasks are solved.
For example, Theraulaz and Bonabeau (1995) proposed a controller for an agent team given a collective construction task in a three-dimensional simulation environment. Agents moved randomly on a cubic lattice and placed building blocks whenever they encountered a stimulating configuration in the structure being built. Agent behaviors were guided by previous work, since each time an agent placed a building block, it modified the shape of the configuration that triggered its building action. The new configuration then stimulated new building actions by other agents, which resulted in the emergence of a collective construction behavior. Results indicated that these local stigmergic agent interactions succeeded in building multiple complete structures that resembled nests built by social insects such as wasps. Guo et al. (2009) used a controller based on a Gene Regulatory Networks (GRN) to derive behaviors for a simulated multi-robot team given a collective construction task. The collective construction task was for the robots to self assemble into various shapes and patterns. Local interactions of the robots were represented by biologically inspired reaction-diffusion model. Results indicated that the GRN inspired multi-robot controller was effectively able to balance two different (specialized) behaviors in each robot. First, to approach and join a predefined shape, and second, to avoid collisions with other robots.
Expanding upon previous research using reactive ANN controllers for agents that build structures in two dimensional simulation environments (Panangadan and Dyer, 2002) , Panangadan and Dyer (2009) introduced a connectionist action selection mechanism (ConAg) agent controller. An agent team was given the task of collecting colored discs (building blocks) and transporting them to a particular location to build a structure with a given configuration. A Reinforcement Learning (Sutton and Barto, 1998) method was used so as each agent learnt a sequence of behaviors necessary for it to perform the construction task, and a heuristic controller comparatively tested. Results indicated that the behavior and success of heuristic-based controller was dependent upon the shape of the structure being built, and sensitive to disc locations in the environment. This was not the case for the ConAg controller, which was sufficiently robust so as to continue building the desired structure even if discs were moved during construction.
As with these related research examples, this article studies a simulated agent group that must solve a collective construction task. In this article, collective refers to the increase in task performance that results from the division of labor and agents working concurrently.
Research Objectives and Hypotheses
Objective 1: To extend previous work (Nitschke, 2009b) , and investigate the efficacy of CONE as a controller design method for a more complex collective construction task (robots must build up to 10 structures, each structure containing up to 100 components). Nitschke (2009b) demonstrated that CONE was effective at evolving specialized robot controllers that complemented each other to form collective construction behaviors that built one object using 10 to 30 components. Objective 2: Test CONE for evolving controllers in teams that contained a greater number of robots (teams of 50 or 100). Nitschke (2009b) described a collective construction task using teams of 30 robots. Hypothesis 1: For the given collective construction task, CONE evolved teams yield a statistically significant higher task performance, for all environments and teams tested, compared to CCGA and MESP evolved teams. Hypothesis 2: CONE Genotype and Specialization Difference Metrics (GDM and SDM, respectively) , that adaptively regulate inter-population recombination, evolve behavioral specializations that result in statistically significant higher task performances, comparative to CCGA and MESP evolved teams. Without these specializations the higher task performance of CONE evolved teams could not be achieved.
Contributions
This research extends the collective construction task described in Nitschke (2009b) . However, there are four key differences in this article's research. Nitschke (2009b) tested only team sizes of 30 robots, where as this research tests team sizes of 50 and 100 robots. The team sizes used in this research are comparable to team sizes tested in swarm robotics experiments (Beni, 2004 ). 2. Increased task complexity. Nitschke (2009b) evaluated robot teams for the task of collectively building structures that consist of between 10 and 30 building blocks, where only a single structure had to be built. This article's experiments evaluate teams that concurrently build one to 10 structures. Each structure comprises 10 to 100 building blocks. 3. Increased fidelity in multi-robot simulator. Nitschke (2009b) simulated robot teams using a simple low-fidelity multi-robot simulator implemented using the MASON simulation toolkit (Luke et al., 2005) . In the MASON simulator, robot sensors and actuators, and the physics of robot movement only had relevance within the simulation. This research uses an extension of the high-fidelity EvoRobot Khepera robot simulator, which allows teams of up to 100 Kheperas to be simulated. EvoRobot was used so as robot behaviors evolved in simulation could potentially be transferred to physical Khepera robots. 4. Self Regulating Difference Metrics. Nitschke (2009b) used a version of CONE with static values for the Genotype and Specialization Difference Metrics (GDM and SDM, respectively). The GDM and SDM regulate inter-population recombination based on average weight differences and degrees of specialization exhibited by controllers (section 2.3). In this article's research, the GDM and SDM are self-regulating meaning that inter-population recombination is adaptively regulated.
Larger team sizes.
For the reader's convenience, a list of abbreviated terms and symbols used throughout this article are presented in table 7, at the end of the article.
Methods: Collective Neuro-Evolution (CONE)
CONE is an automated controller design method that uses cooperative co-evolution to adapt a team of ANNs (agent controllers). Given n genotype populations (species), n controllers are evolved (one in each population). Controllers are collectively evaluated (as a team) according to how well they solve a given task. Each controller is a recurrent feed-forward ANN with one hidden layer. The hidden layer is fully connected to the input and output layers, with recurrent connections to the input layer. Each hidden layer neuron is encoded as a genotype. CONE evolves the input-output connection weights of hidden layer neurons, and within each species combines the fittest of these neurons into complete controllers.
CONE extends the work of Yong and Miikkulainen (2007) on Multi-Agent Enforced Sub-Populations (MESP), with the inclusion of two novel contributions. First, CONE solves collective behavior tasks using emergent behavioral specialization in agents. Second, CONE uses genotype and specialization metrics to regulate inter-population genotype recombination and facilitate behavioral specialization appropriate for each agent. When these specialized agent behaviors interact, the team is able to increase task performance and solve collective behavior tasks that could not otherwise be solved.
Unlike related cooperative co-evolution methods, including CCGA (Potter and De Jong, 2000) , ESP (Gomez, 2003) , and MESP (Yong and Miikkulainen, 2007) , CONE uses Genotype and Specialization Difference Metrics (GDM and SDM, respectively), to regulate genotype recombination between and within populations. Based upon genotype similarities and the success of evolving behavioral specializations, the GDM and SDM control recombination and direct the evolution of collective behaviors in an agent team.
For succinctness, this section describes only CONE's representation (section 2.1), how behavioral specialization is measured (section 2.2), the GDM and SDM (section 2.3) and CONE's iterative evolutionary process (section 2.4). Nitschke (2009a) presents a comprehensive description of CONE.
The design choices for CONE's representation and iterative process were motivated by two sets of previous research. First, the work upon which CONE is based (Gomez, 2003) , which successfully solved collective behavior tasks (Bryant and Miikkulainen, 2003) , (Yong and Miikkulainen, 2007) . Second, research on genetically heterogeneous agent teams (agents have different genotypes) indicates that such teams are amenable to evolving specialized behaviors , (Baldassarre et al., 2003) , especially in cooperative co-evolutionary systems (Garcia-Pedrajas et al., 2005) .
The use of the GDM and SDM as mechanisms to regulate inter-population recombination was motivated by research on partially heterogeneous agent groups. A partially heterogeneous group is an agent group comprised of subgroups that are, on average, more genetically similar (but not identical) to individuals of their given sub-group, comparative to individuals of the rest of the population (Waibel et al., 2009) . In this article's research, such subgroups are defined as species. The impact of partial genetic heterogeneity on the evolution of group behaviors, especially with respect to the evolution of multiple, complementary specialized behaviors has received little investigation in evolutionary multi-agent (Mirolli and Parisi, 2005) , or swarm robotics (Beni, 2004) research. However, Luke et al. (1998) and Luke (1998) suggest that partial genetic heterogeneity in an evolving agent group can lead to specialized behaviors. This is supported by studies in biology Hamilton (1964) , Lehmann and Keller (2006) . Furthermore, Perez-Uribe et al. (2003), and Waibel et al. (2009) indicated that increases in team fitness were related to selection within genetically related agents. As an extension, the GDM and SDM were derived with the supposition that recombining genetically and behaviorally related agents, would increase the team's task performance, or allow the team to solve tasks that could not otherwise be solved. 
Hidden layer neuron
Genotype g = Figure 2 : CONE Genotype. There is a direct mapping between a genotype and a hidden layer neuron. A genotype has w genes indicating the neuron's input connection weights, and v genes for the neuron's output weights. A tag (g 0 ) specifies the neuron's position in a controller's hidden layer, and hence the sub-population to which the genotype belongs.
Representation: Multi-Population Structure
As with related NE methods (Potter, 1997) , (Gomez, 2003) , CONE segregates the genotype space into n populations so as to evolve n controllers. CONE mandates that AN N i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) is derived from population P i , where P i contains u i (initially) or w i (u > 0, due to controller size adaptation) sub-populations. Figure 1 exemplifies the use of sub-populations in CONE. AN N 1 and AN N 2 (evolved from populations 1 and 2, respectively) has three hidden layer neurons, whilst AN N 3 (evolved from population 3) has four hidden layer neurons. Thus, populations 1 and 2 consist of three sub-populations, for evolving the three neurons in AN N 1 and AN N 2 . Where as, population 3 uses four sub-populations for evolving the four neurons in AN N 3 . AN N i is derived from P i via selecting one genotype from each subpopulation and decoding these genotypes into hidden layer neurons (figure 2). AN N i consists of w input neurons, and v output neurons, fully connected to all hidden layer neurons. In this research, CONE uses a fixed number of input, output and hidden layer neurons.
The CONE process is driven by mechanisms of cooperation and competition within and between sub-populations and populations. Competition exists between genotypes in a sub-population that compete for a place as a hidden layer neuron in the fittest controller. Cooperation exists between sub-populations, in that fittest genotypes selected from each sub-population must cooperate as a controller. Cooperation also exists between controllers since controllers must cooperate to accomplish a collective behavior task.
Behavioral Specialization
An integral part of CONE is defining and measuring controller behavioral specialization. The degree of behavioral specialization (S ) exhibited by a controller is defined by the frequency with which the controller switches between executing distinct motor outputs (actions) during its lifetime. The S metric used is an extension of that defined by Gautrais et al. (2002) , and was selected since it is applicable to individual controller behaviors, accounts for a partitioning of a controller's work effort among different actions, and is simple enough to work within CONE. The metric is also general enough to define specialization as the case where controllers regularly switch between different actions, spending an approximately equal portion of its lifetime on each action, but where there is a slight preference for one action.
Equation 1 specifies the calculation of S, which is the frequency with which a controller switches between each of its actions during its lifetime.
Equation 1 assumes at least two distinct agent actions and that an agent executes an action during the same simulation iteration of an action switches. In equation 1, A is the number of times the controller switches between different actions, and N is the total number of possible action switches.
An S value close to zero indicates a high degree of specialization. In this case, a controller specializes to primarily one action, and switches between this and its other actions with a low frequency. An S value close to one indicates a low degree of specialization. In this case, a controller switches between some or all of its actions with a high frequency. A perfect specialist (S = 0), is a controller that executes the same action for the duration of its lifetime (A = 0). An example of a non-specialist (S = 0.5) is where a controller spends half of its lifetime switching between two actions. For example, if A = 3, N = 6, then the controller switches between each of its actions every second iteration. Controllers are labeled as specialized if S is less than a given behavioral specialization threshold (for this study a 0.5 threshold was selected). Otherwise, controllers are labeled as non-specialized. If a controller is specialized, then it is given a specialization label action x, where x is the action executed for more than 50% of the iterations of the controller's lifetime. If multiple controllers are specialized, then controllers are grouped according to their common specialization label. In the case that an agent performs a low number of action switches (S < 0.5), such that it executes at least two actions for approximately equal durations, then the agent is assumed to have multiple specializations, since continuous and equal periods of time are spent on each action. If an agent performs a low number of action switches (S < 0.5), and is able to execute at least two actions simultaneously, then the agent is assumed to have one specialization defined by the interaction of these actions and named by the experimenter. This is the case in this study, since robot controllers can execute two actions simultaneously (section 3.3).
Regulating Recombination and Adaptation of Algorithmic Parameters
The purpose of the genotype and specialization difference metrics (GDM and SDM, respectively) is to adaptively regulate genotype recombination between different populations as a function of the fitness progress of all controllers. As part of the regulation process, two dynamic algorithmic param-eters, the Genetic Similarity Threshold (GST), and Specialization Similarity Threshold (SST), are used by the GDM and SDM, respectively.
The initial GST and SST values are floating point values randomly initialized in the range: [0.0, 1.0]. Whenever the GST value is adapted by the GDM, a static value (δGST ) is either added or subtracted to the GST value. Similarly, when the SST value is adapted by the SDM, a static value (δSST ) is either added or subtracted to the SST value. The remainder of this section describes the mechanisms used to adapt the SST and GST values.
Genotype Difference Metric (GDM):
The GDM is a heuristic that adaptively regulates recombination of similar genotypes in different populations. Any two genotypesā andb are considered similar if the average weight difference (Wineberg and Oppacher, 2003) betweenā andb < GST . Regulating genotype recombination between populations is integral to the CONE process. That is, controllers must not be too similar or dissimilar so as the (specialized) behaviors of controllers properly complement each other in accomplishing a collective behavior task. The GST value, and hence inter-population genotype recombination, is adapted as a function of the number of previous recombinations and a team's average fitness progress (of the fittest n controllers). The following rules were used to regulate the GST value and thus the number of inter-population recombinations, with respect to average team fitness and the number of inter-population recombinations that occurred over the previous V generations.
If recombinations between populations have increased over the previous
V generations, and fitness has stagnated or decreased, then decrement the GST value, so as to restrict the number of recombinations. 2. If recombinations between populations have decreased or stagnated, and fitness has stagnated or decreased over the last V generations, then increment the GST value, to increase the number of recombinations.
Similar genotypes in different populations may encode very different functionalities, recombining similar genotypes may produce neurons that do not work well in the context of a controller. The Specialization Difference Metric (SDM) addresses this problem.
Specialization Difference Metric (SDM):
The SDM adaptively regulates genotype recombination based on behavioral specialization similarities exhibited by controllers. The SDM ensures that only the genotypes that constitute controllers with sufficiently similar behaviors are recombined. If the behavior of two controllers are calculated to have sufficiently similar specializations, the GDM is applied to regulate inter-population recombination. The SDM measures the similarity between the specialized behaviors of controllers AN N i and AN N j . Controllers are considered to have similar specializations if the following conditions are true: The SST value is adapted as a function of behavioral specialization similarities and a team's average fitness (of the fittest n controllers) progress. The following rules are used to regulate the SST value, and hence the number of inter-population recombinations with respect to the average degree of behavioral specialization (S ) and fitness of a team.
1. If the S of at least one of the fittest controllers has increased over the last W generations, and average fitness stagnates or is decreasing over this same period, then decrement the SST value. Thus, if the fittest controllers have an average S that is too high for improving team fitness, then recombination between populations is restricted. 2. If the S of at least one of the fittest controllers has decreased over the last W generations, and average fitness stagnates or is decreasing over this same period, then increment the SST value. Thus, if the fittest controllers have an average S that is too low to improve team fitness, then allow for more recombination between populations.
Collective Neuro-Evolution (CONE) Process Overview
This section overviews CONE's iterative evolutionary process. Nitschke (2009a) presents a comprehensive description of each step of CONE's process.
contains u i sub-populations. Sub-population P ij contains m genotypes. P ij contains genotypes encoding neurons assigned to position j in the hidden layer of AN N i (AN N i is derived from P i ). 2. Evaluate all Genotypes. Systematically select each genotype g in each sub-population of each population, and evaluate g in the context of a complete controller. This controller (containing g) is evaluated with n-1 other controllers (where, n is the number of controllers in a team).
Other controllers are constructed via randomly selecting a neuron from each sub-population of each of the other populations. Evaluation results in a fitness being assigned to g. 3. Evaluate Elite Controllers. For each population, systematically construct a fittest controller via selecting from the fittest genotypes (elite portion) in each sub-population. Controller fitness is determined by its utility. Utility is the average fitness of the genotypes corresponding to a controller's hidden layer. Groups of the fittest n controllers are evaluated together in task simulations until all genotypes in the elite portion of each population have been assigned a fitness. For each genotype, this fitness overwrites previously calculated fitness. 4. Parent Selection. If the two fittest controllers AN N i and AN N j constructed from the elite portions of P i and P j are calculated as having sufficiently similar behavioral specializations (section 2.2) then P i and P j become candidates for recombination. For P i and P j to be recombined, both AN N i and AN N j must have the same specialization label (section 2.2). That is, both AN N i and AN N j must be behaviorally specialized to the same action. Between P i and P j each pair of subpopulations is tested for genetic similarity (average weight difference is less than GST). Genetically similar sub-populations are recombined. For sub-populations that are not genetically similar to others, recombination occurs within the sub-population. Similarly, for populations that are not behaviorally similar to other populations, recombination occurs within all sub-populations of the population. 5. Recombination. When pairs of sub-populations are recombined, the elite portion of genotypes in each sub-population is ranked by fitness. Genotypes with the same fitness rank are recombined. For recombination within a sub-population, each genotype in the sub-population's elite portion is systematically selected and recombined using one-point crossover (Eiben and Smith, 2003) , with another randomly selected genotype from the sub-population's elite portion. 6. Mutation. Burst mutation with a Cauchy distribution (Gomez, 2003) is applied to each gene of each genotype with a given probability. 7. Parameter Adaptation. If the fitness of one of the fittest controllers has not progressed in: (a) V generations: Adapt Genetic Similarity Threshold (GST).
(b) W generations: Adapt Specialization Similarity Threshold (SST). 8. Stop condition. Reiterate steps [2, 7] until a desired collective behavior task performance is achieved, or the process has run for X generations.
Task: Gathering and Collective Construction (GACC)
The Gathering And Collective Construction (GACC) task requires that robots place building blocks in a construction zone in a specific sequence to build a predefined structure. This GACC task extends previous work, that demonstrated that behavioral specialization is beneficial for accomplishing a collective construction task (Nitschke, 2009b) . The GACC task presented in this article extends Nitschke (2009b) via increasing task complexity, using more robots and building blocks, and imposing a constraint that teams must concurrently construct multiple objects. The motivation for increasing task complexity, and testing larger team sizes was to thoroughly test the efficacy of CONE as a controller design method. Table 1 presents the GACC task parameters. The calibration of these parameters is discussed in section 4.2.
A GACC task was selected since it is a simulation with potential collective behavior applications including multi-robot gathering and collective construction in hazardous or uninhabitable environments, such as underwater habitats or space stations (Werfel and Nagpal, 2006) . This GACC task is collective in that robots must coordinate their behaviors so as to concurrently gather building blocks and then deliver the building blocks to a construction zone in a correct sequence. This GACC task consists of three sub-tasks.
Search for Building Blocks
1 : The environment contains type A and B blocks. A light on each block makes it detectable by robot light sensors.
Transport blocks:
Robots must grip and transport blocks to a construction zone, a predefined space in the environment. All robots have a priori knowledge of the location of the construction zone, and thus do not need to discover the construction zone.
3. Build structure: In the construction zone, robots must place the blocks in a specific sequence of block types required for structure assembly. This sequence is specified by a construction schema. The construction schemas tested in this GACC task are presented in section 3.2.
Team task performance is the number of blocks placed in the construction zone (in a correct sequence) during a team's lifetime. Figure 3 presents an example of the GACC task being accomplished by a team of 10 robots. In figure 3 , the construction schema used is labeled: Assembled Block Structure. Where, for a given block type (A and B ) , North, South, East, West denotes the block side to which the next block type in a sequence is to be connected. End denotes a final block to be connected to another block's side. 
Environment Construction Schema
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Simulation Environment
The environment is a 1000cm x 1000cm continuous area, simulated using an extended version of the EvoRobot simulator (Nolfi, 2000) , and contains:
• Q building blocks (Q ∈ {2, . . . , 100}, type {A, B}). Type A and B blocks have a low and high intensity light on their tops, respectively.
• N robots (N ∈ {2, . . . , 100}). Table 4 presents light detection sensor and gripper settings for block detection and transport, respectively.
• A construction zone (100cm x 100cm) at the environment's center.
Initially, blocks (1.0cm x 1.0cm) and robots (5.5cm in diameter) are randomly distributed in the environment, except in the construction zone.
Assembling Structures
A structure is defined as a combination of m blocks (where, m ∈ {2, . . . , Q}). A construction schema specifies how blocks must be assembled in order for a structure to be built. That is, a construction schema defines which block sides (for a given block type) must connect to the next block in a sequence.
Where: i, j ∈ {1, . . . , Q}, c ∈ {N orth, South, East, W est, End}, B = Block.
To keep construction simple, it is assumed that any block can be initially placed in the construction zone. However, the next block must be connected to one side of the initially placed block. Consider the example in figure 3. If 
a type B block is the first to be placed in the construction zone, then (for the given construction schema) the next block placed must be a type A block connected to the north, west, or south face, or a type B block connected to the east face. Alternatively, another type B block can be connected to the west face, or a type A block to the east face. The task is complete when all blocks have been transported to the construction zone and connected according to the sequence defined by the construction schema. Table 2 presents the construction schemas used for the simulation environments tested. For each environment, one construction schema is used. Table 3 presents, for each environment, the number of type A and B blocks, and the number of structures that must be assembled from these blocks.
Robots
Robots are simulated Kheperas (Mondada et al., 1993) . Each robot is equipped with eight light sensors (for block detection) and Infra-Red (IR) proximity (for obstacle avoidance) detection sensors, providing each a 360 degree Field of View (FOV). Also, each robot has two wheel motors for controlling speed and direction, and a gripper for transporting blocks. figure 4) . Type A blocks have a low intensity light on top. Type B blocks have a high intensity light on top. Table 4 presents the detection sensor settings required to detect type A and B blocks. When light sensors are activated, all eight sensors are simultaneously activated with a given setting. Sensors remain active until the setting is changed with the next activation. Detection sensor q returns a value inversely proportional the distance to closest block in sensor quadrant q, multiplied by the intensity of the light on top of the closest block.
Infrared (IR) Proximity Detection Sensors
Eight IR proximity detection sensors ([S-8, S-15] in figure 4) covering eight sensor quadrants, enable robots to detect and avoid obstacles (other robots and the environment's walls). IR detection sensor q returns a value inversely proportional to the distance to the closest obstacle in sensor quadrant q. The IR proximity detection sensors are constantly active, and are initialized with random values. The IR sensor values are updated every simulation iteration that the robot is within sensor range of an obstacle.
Movement Actuators
Each robot is equipped with two movement actuators (wheel motors) that control its speed and heading in the environment. Wheel motors need to be explicitly activated. In a simulation iteration of activation, the robot will move a given distance (calculated according its current speed), and then stop. A robot's heading is calculated by normalizing and scaling the two motor output values (MO-0 and MO-1) in order to derive vectors dx and dy.
Where, d max is the maximum distance a robot can traverse per iteration. A minimum distance δ 2 is to prevent singularities (Agogino and Tumer, 2004) in the simulator when a robot is very close to a block or obstacle. To calculate the distance between robot r, and blocks or obstacles o, the squared Euclidean norm, bounded by δ 2 is used. Equation 2 presents the distance metric. 
Block Gripper
Each robot is equipped with a gripper turret (figure 4) for gripping blocks, transporting them, and placing them in the construction zone. The gripper is activated with the value of motor output MO-2. In order to grip block type A or B, specific output values must be generated (table 4) . These values correspond to the gripper setting necessary to grip type A and B blocks.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Controller
Each robot used a recurrent ANN controller (figure 5), which fully connecting 20 sensory input to four hidden layer (sigmoidal) and four motor output neurons. Prior to controller evolution (section 4.4), n controllers were placed in a shaping phase (section 4.2). The shaping phase incrementally evolved block gripping, transportation and obstacle avoidance behaviors necessary to accomplish the CGAC task. Also, prior to the evolution phase, the number of hidden layer neurons was derived during a parameter calibration phase (section 4. 
Behavioral Specialization
Each robot performs distinct actions for detecting or gripping blocks, or moving. As such, each robot is able to specialize to detecting, or gripping or moving, or to behaviors that are a composite of the detecting, gripping and moving actions. For example, robots that execute the detect, grip and move actions for type A blocks, such that type A blocks are placed in the construction zone, are called Type A Constructors.
Initially, each robot adopts a search behavior, via moving and using light detection sensors. When a block is found, it uses a gripping action to grip the block. Finally, a robot moves with the gripped block towards the construction zone. The block is then placed in the construction zone, and this process repeats. However, since the GACC task requires that blocks be placed in the construction zone in a specific sequence, robots must concurrently coordinate their search, gripping and block placement behaviors. For example, consider an environment where type A blocks are particularly scarce, and type B blocks are plentiful, and the number of robots equals the number of blocks. In this case, an appropriate collective behavior would be for most robots to search for, grip, and move type A blocks to the construction zone, and concurrently, for relatively few robots to search for, grip and move type B blocks to the construction zone. Such a collective behavior would minimize the time for the team to build the structure.
The degree of behavioral specialization (S ) exhibited by each robot (controller) is calculated by the specialization metric (section 2.2) and applied at the end of each robot's lifetime in the test phase (section 4.5). If S < 0.5, the robot's behavior is specialized, otherwise it is non-specialized. The 0.5 threshold was selected since if S = 0.5, then a robot spends half of its lifetime switching between its move, detect and grip actions, and spends an equal portion of its lifetime on each action. Specialized robots are labeled according to a robot's most executed action, or an aggregate of actions. These specialization labels are Constructor, Mover, Gripper, 
Experiments
This section describes the Gathering And Collective Construction (GACC) experimental setup. Each experiment placed a team (50 or 100 robots) in each simulation environment (table 3) , and applied a controller design method (CCGA, MESP or CONE) to evolve the team's GACC behavior. Experiments measured the impact of a given team size, environment, and controller design method upon the team's task performance. The experimental objective was to ascertain which controller design method achieves the highest task performance for all environments tested, and to investigate the contribution of behavioral specialization to task performance.
Experiment Phases
Each experiment consisted of the following phases.
• Shaping phase: CONE was used to evolve a team in a set of increasingly complex tasks (section 4.2).
• Parameter calibration phase: CONE was used to evolve a team in a set of increasingly complex tasks (section 4.3).
• Evolution phase: Next, the fittest team in the shaping phase was taken as the starting point for CONE, CCGA and MESP evolution (100 generations). One generation is a teams' lifetime. Each lifetime lasts for 10 epochs. Each epoch consists of 1000 simulation iterations. An epoch is a simulation scenario that tests different robot starting positions, orientations and block positions in an environment. For each method, 20 simulation runs 2 were performed for each environment (section 4.4).
• Test phase: The fittest team evolved by CCGA, MESP, and CONE was selected and executed (in each environment) for 100 lifetimes. The testing phase did not apply any controller evolution. For For the fittest team evolved by CCGA, MESP and CONE, task performance was calculated over 100 lifetimes and 20 simulation runs (section 4.5).
Shaping Phase
Shaping experiments applied CONE to incrementally evolve collective behaviors in the following set of increasingly complex tasks (Exp x ). CONE was used in the shaping phase experiments since, compared to CCGA and MESP, it more quickly evolved behavioral solutions to the shaping tasks.
Exp 1:
In an environment with two robots, using only IR proximity sensors, an obstacle avoidance (robots and walls) behavior was evolved. Two robots were the minimum for evolving obstacle avoidance.
Exp 2:
In an environment with one robot and type A block, using IR and light sensors, a type A block detection behavior was evolved.
Exp 3:
In an environment with one robot, using IR and light sensors, and type B block a type B block detection behavior was evolved.
Exp 4:
In an environment with one robot, using IR and light sensors, and a type A block, a type A block gripping behavior was evolved.
Exp 5:
In an environment with one robot, using IR and light sensors, and a type B block, a type B block gripping behavior was evolved.
Exp 6:
In an environment with one robot, using IR and light sensors, and a type A block, a block detection and gripping behavior was evolved.
Exp 7:
In an environment with one robot, using IR and light sensors, and a type B block, a block detection and gripping behavior was evolved. The fittest controller evolved in shaping experiment 7 was then subjected to parameter calibration experiments (section 4.3).
Parameter Calibration Phase
Parameter calibration experiments were executed for the parameters given in table 5 for CONE, CCGA, and MESP (team sizes of 50 and 100) in each simulation environment. Table 5 presents the calibrated parameter values.
Each of the parameters (table 5) was systematically selected and varied within 100% of its value range at 20% intervals. Thus, 10 different parameter values were tested for each parameter. When a given value was selected, other parameter values were fixed at a median value in the range tested. The impact of given parameter values (in CCGA, MESP, and CONE), was ascertained via running each method for 50 generations. An average task performance was calculated (for a given team size and environment) over 10 simulation runs. A low number of generations and runs was used to minimize the time and computational expense of parameter calibration experiments.
Each of the parameters (table 5) were calibrated independently. Thus, parameter inter-dependencies were not taken into account, since the complexities of parameter interactions could not be adequately explored using this parameter calibration scheme. However, investigating the parameter interactions during calibration remains a current research topic (Eiben and Smit, 2011) . The impact of the behavioral specialization threshold, the number of hidden layer neurons and simulation runs are briefly outlined in the following, since varying these parameters was found to have most affect on CCGA, MESP and CONE evolved team task performance.
Behavioral specialization threshold. Calibration experiments found that deceasing the specialization threshold to below 0.4 resulted in less controllers being classified as specialized and thus less specialized controller recombinations. This reduced the recombination of specialized controllers and beneficial behaviors between populations. Increasing the specialization threshold above 0.6 resulted in more controllers being classified as specialized and thus more controllers being recombined between populations. This resulted in the propagation of specialized behaviors that were not necessarily beneficial. The overall impact of a specialization threshold value outside the range [0.4, 0.6] was a decreasing task performance for all teams tested.
Hidden layer neurons. Calibration experiments determined that for CCGA, MESP, and CONE teams (evolved in all environments), an appropriate number of hidden layer neurons was five, four, and four, respectively. In order to keep method comparisons fair, and evolution time to a minimum, each method used four hidden layer neurons during the evolution phase.
Simulation runs. Calibration experiments determined that 20 runs was sufficient to derive an appropriate estimate of average task performance for evolved teams. Less than 20 evolutionary runs was found to be insufficient, and more than 20 runs consumed too much time and computational expense.
Finally, the parameter values calibrated for CCGA, MESP and CONE were used as the parameter settings for the evolution phase (section 4.4).
Evolution Phase
The n populations used by CCGA, MESP and CONE were initialized with copies of the fittest shaped genotype, where each gene in each genotype was subject to burst mutation (Gomez and Miikkulainen, 1997 ) with a 0.05 probability. Burst mutation uses a Cauchy distribution which concentrates most values in a local search space whilst occasionally permitting larger magnitude values. Thus, the CCGA, MESP, and CONE methods began their behavioral search in the neighborhood of the best shaped solution.
Evolving Collective Behavior with CCGA. For a team of n robots (where, n ∈ [50, 100]), n populations are initialized. Each population is initialized with 400 or 200 genotypes. For a team size of n = {50, 100}, run for 100 generations, the number of evaluations E, is:
CCGA E = 400 (genotypes per population) * n (populations) * 100 (generations) * 10 (epochs per generation);
CCGA E = {20 400 000 (n=50), 40 800 000 (n=100)};
In order that the number of CCGA evaluations equals that of MESP and CONE, the elite portion (fittest 20%) of genotypes in each population are re-evaluated. That is, for each population, elite portion genotypes are systematically selected and evaluated together with genotypes randomly selected from the elite portions of the other populations. The number of evaluations required to evaluate the elite portion of controllers equals 400 000 (n=50) or 800 000 (n=100).
Evolving Collective Behavior with MESP / CONE. MESP and CONE create n (n ∈ [50, 100]) populations from which n robot controllers are evolved. Population i consists of u sub-populations, where u is the number of HL neurons. For teams of 50 and 100 robots (populations), each population is initialized with 400 or 200 genotypes. The process used to select and evaluate controllers is the same for MESP and CONE, and is described in section 2.4. Specific to CONE is the Specialization Distance Metric (SDM) and Genotype Distance Metric (GDM). For a team size of n = {50, 100}, executed for 100 generations, the number of evaluations E, is:
M ESP/CON E E = 400 (genotypes per population) * n (populations) * 100 (generations) * 10 (epochs per generation); M ESP/CON E E = {20 400 000 (n=50), 40 800 000 (n=100)};
This number of evaluations includes 400 000 evaluations (n=50), or 800 000 evaluations (n=100) required to evaluate controller utility (section 2.4) of the fittest 20% of controllers.
Test Phase
Finally, the fittest teams evolved by CCGA, MESP, and CONE, for each team size and environment was placed in the test phase. Each test phase experiment was non-adaptive and executed for 100 team lifetimes (each lifetime was 1000 simulation iterations), for a given team size and environment. Task performance results are averages calculated over these 100 lifetime runs. Since the test phase did not evolve controllers, the computational expense was marginal compared to a CCGA, MESP, or CONE evolutionary run. Section 5 presents the testing phase results, and statistical tests conducted.
Results
This section presents experimental results of applying CCGA, MESP or CONE evolved GACC behaviors, for a given team size (50 or 100 robots) and simulation environment (table 3) . Statistical tests were applied in order to compare task performance differences between teams evolved by each method. For this comparison, the following procedure was followed.
• The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Flannery et al., 1986) was applied, and found that all data sets conformed to normal distributions.
• An independent t-test (Flannery et al., 1986 ) was applied to ascertain if there was a statistically significant difference between the task performances of any two teams. The confidence interval was 0.95.
Bonferroni multiple significance test correction (Dunnett, 1955) was used to overcome the problem t-tests reporting a spurious significance of difference as a result of being applied for pairwise comparison between multiple data sets. T-tests were applied to test for significant difference between the following data set pairs, for a given team size and environment.
• Task performance results of CCGA versus MESP evolved teams.
• Task performance results of CCGA versus CONE evolved teams.
• Task performance results of MESP versus CONE evolved teams. 
Gathering and Collective Construction Task Performance
Figures 6 and 7 present the average task performances of teams evolved by CCGA, MESP, and CONE in each environment for team sizes 50 and 100, respectively. Task performance is the number of blocks placed in the correct sequence in the construction zone, over a team's lifetime. Average task performance was calculated for CCGA, MESP, and CONE evolved teams via executing each, in each environment, for 20 test phase runs (section 4.5).
Statistical tests indicated that for both team sizes, CONE evolved teams yielded a higher average performance (with statistical significance), compared to CCGA and MESP evolved teams. This result held for environments [4, 10] , and supports hypothesis 1 (section 1.3). That is, CONE evolved teams on average, yield comparatively higher (statistically significant) performances.
Observing the task performance results of CONE evolved teams, it can be noted that as the complexity of the task increases (from the simplest in environment 1, to the most complex in environment 10), the performance of the CONE evolved teams also increases in a linear fashion. In the team of 100 robots there is a statistically significant difference in performance between each of environments [1, 10] . This is also the case for teams of 50 robots tested in environments [1, 7] . However, for environments [8, 10] , teams of 50 robots yield no significant performance difference between environments.
This lower task performance for teams of 50 robots is theorized to be a result of the complexity of environments [8, 9, 10] coupled with an insufficient number of specialized robots to ensure a team performance comparable to that observed for teams of 100 robots. Consider that, most of the time, a robot would be unable to place the block it was holding, since the block would be out of sequence. In CONE evolved teams, one emergent behavior was that robots would drop blocks that they could not place. Such robots would then leave the construction zone to continue searching for other blocks. Another emergent behavior in CONE evolved teams was that of idle constructor, some of which would be in the construction zone at any given simulation iteration. Blocks dropped within sensor range of an idle constructor would be picked up and their placement attempted. This behavior of idle constructors becoming active and frequently picking up dropped blocks increased the number blocks that were placed in the correct sequence. In the case of teams of 50 robots, a relatively low number were in the construction zone at any given simulation iteration. This resulted in a comparatively lower task performance for teams of 50 robots evolved by CONE in environments [8, 9, 10] . Also, to demonstrate that specialized behavior is required to effectively and efficiently place objects in a given sequence, experiments that did not use a construction schema were conducted. Experiments that did not use a construction schema did not require a team to place blocks in any particular sequence. Thus, behavioral coordination was not required. These results are not presented here since: (1) statistically comparable performances were attained for the fittest CCGA, MESP and CONE evolved teams, (2) behavioral specialization did not emerge, and investigating the contribution of behavioral specialization to collective behavior is the focus of this study.
These results thus confirm that the task constraints imposed by a construction schema is necessary for specialization to emerge in a team's evolved collective behavior. Section 6 discusses results (of experiments using construction schemas), the contribution of behavioral specialization, and relates this contribution to hypothesis 2 (section 1.3).
Emergent Behavioral Specializations
This section outlines the behavioral specialization that emerged in teams evolved by CCGA, MESP, and CONE in environments [4, 10] . No behavioral specialization emerged in teams evolved by CCGA, MESP, or CONE in environments [1, 3] . Lack of emergent specialization in these environments is supposed to be a result of the relative simplicity of environments [1, 3] (table  3) compared to environments [4, 10] . Behavioral specialization was identified via applying the specialization metric (section 2.2) to robot behaviors exhibited during the test phase (section 4.5). Teams that were not calculated as specialized, were by default classified as non-specialized.
Evolved CONE Specialization: Constructor
In approximately 40% of the fittest teams evolved by CONE, a specialization termed constructor emerged. Constructors simultaneously performed the grip and move actions for more than 50% of their lifetime. Constructors infrequently switched from moving and gripping to the the detector action.
Evolved CONE Specialization: Constructor/Block Dropping
In approximately 25% of the fittest teams evolved by CONE, a behavioral specialization termed constructor/block dropping emerged. Robots with this specialization performed the either the constructor (section 5.2.1) or a block dropping behavior for more than 50% of their lifetime. These robots infrequently switched from either the constructor or block dropping behavior to performing the detector action, but frequently switched between executing constructor and block dropping behavior for most of their lifetime. The block dropping behavior was executed if a robot transporting a block was unable to place it in the construction zone, due to the block being out of sequence.
Evolved CCGA / MESP / CONE Specialization: Constructor/Idle
In the fittest teams evolved by CCGA, MESP and CONE, a behavioral specialization termed constructor/idle emerged. This specialization emerged in approximately 35%, 55% and 50% of the fittest teams evolved by CCGA, MESP, and CONE, respectively. In the fittest CONE evolved teams, robots with this specialization performed the either the constructor behavior or remained idle for more than 50% of their lifetime. CONE evolved robots would switch from its idle to constructor behavior if a block was dropped within its sensor range. These robots infrequently switched to performing the detector action, but frequently switched between executing constructor and idle behavior for most of their lifetime. However, CCGA and MESP evolved robots simply remained idle for more than 50% of their lifetime, infrequently switching to the detector action during this time.
Discussion
This section discusses the contribution of specialized behavior to collective behavior task performance (sections 6.1 and 6.2). The contribution of the Genotype and Specialization Difference Metrics (GDM and SDM) to the task performances of CONE evolved teams is also evaluated (section 6.3).
Emergent Specialization
In the fittest CONE evolved teams, constructors were specialized to gripping, moving with and placing (in the construction zone) type A and B blocks. Unspecialized robots searched the environment for blocks, and transported them to the construction zone. Upon arriving in the construction zone, unspecialized robots attempted to place the block they were transporting. Most of the time, a block could not be placed, since it was out of sequence. A robot would then drop the block and leave the construction zone to continue searching for other blocks. This block dropping behavior allowed constructors, idle in the construction zone, to place dropped blocks in the correct sequence. This in turn minimized the number of robots in the construction zone and physical interference between robots.
The idle behavior emerged in the fittest CCGA, MESP, and CONE evolved teams for most environments ([4, 10] ). However, in the case of CONE evolved teams the idle behavior was coupled with a constructor behavior. Thus, CONE evolved robots switched between the constructor and idle behavior for most of their lifetime. It is theorized that the idle behavior emerged as a means to reduce physical interference between many constructors that concurrently moved towards the construction zone, to attempt to place blocks.
The constructor specialization did not emerge in any of the CCGA and MESP evolved teams, for all team sizes and environments tested. The behaviors of robots in the fittest CCGA and MESP evolved teams were calculated as being unspecialized. In the fittest CCGA and MESP evolved teams, robots that were unable to place blocks in the construction zone at a given simulation iteration would try to place the block at every subsequent iteration. If there were many robots in the construction zone, concurrently attempting to place blocks, where none of these blocks were the next in the construction sequence, the result was physical interference that obstructed collective construction behavior. The degree of interference increased with the team size, resulting in CCGA and MESP (comparative to CONE) evolved teams yielding a statistically lower task performance for environments [4, 10] . The block dropping behavior also emerged in CCGA and MESP evolved teams. However, when a block was dropped by a CCGA or MESP evolved robot, there were no constructor robots to place the block. Instead, the block remained in the construction zone until it was rediscovered by the same or another robot. This resulted in slow structure build times by CCGA and MESP evolved teams, which in turn yielded low task performances.
These results are supported by another collective behavior study (Nitschke et al., 2010) , which also indicates that CONE is appropriate for evolving collective behavior solutions to tasks where specialization is beneficial, and the type of specialization (that is beneficial) is not known a priori.
Specialization Lesion Study
To test hypothesis 2 (section 1.3), this section presents a specialization lesion study to evaluates the impact of the constructor specialization upon team task performance. The study was conducted on the supposition that the high task performance of CONE evolved teams, compared to CCGA and MESP evolved teams, results from the interaction between specialized and unspecialized behaviors. To test this supposition, the lesion study removed the constructor controllers and replaced them with unspecialized heuristic controllers. Heuristic controllers were used so as team behavior was unspecialized and teams remained the same size for comparison purposes. Robots were initialized in random positions in the environment and executed the following heuristic behavior. Robots had their light and proximity detection sensors constantly active and moved in a straight line towards the closest block. Otherwise, the robot moved in a straight line, in a random direction, and avoided collisions with the environment boundary. A robot gripped any block it encountered and moved it to the construction zone. If the robot could not place the block it would try again the next simulation iteration.
For each team size and environment, the fittest CONE evolved team (now consisting of unspecialized controllers) was re-executed in 20 test phase simulation runs (section 4.5), and an average task performance calculated. The contribution of the constructors was ascertained by comparing the average task performance, for each environment and team size, of lesioned versus unlesioned CONE evolved teams. Table 6 presents this task performance comparison. Lesion study results indicate that there is a statistically significant task performance reduction in lesioned teams. That is, lesioned teams were unable to produce collective behaviors with an average task performance comparable to that of CONE evolved teams. This result result supports the supposition that CONE evolves an inter-dependency between specialized and unspecialized behaviors, and partially supports hypothesis 2 (section 1.3). That is, without the constructor specialization, the higher task performance of CONE evolved teams could not be achieved.
The Contribution of the CONE Difference Metrics
In order to further test hypothesis 2 (section 1.3), this section presents a study to examine the contribution of the Genotype and Specialization Difference Metrics (GDM and SDM, respectively). For this GDM and SDM study, CONE was re-executed with the following variant experimental setups.
1. CONE-1: Teams were evolved by CONE without the GDM. The SDM for inter-population genotype recombination remained active. 2. CONE-2: Teams were evolved by CONE without the SDM. The GDM remained active. 3. CONE-3: Teams were evolved by CONE without the GDM and SDM.
Each of these CONE variants (CONE-1, CONE-2, and CONE-3) was applied to evolve teams in each environment, for team sizes of 50 and 100. The fittest team evolved by CONE-1, CONE-2, and CONE-3 was executed for 20 test-phase simulation runs (section 4.5). Figures 8 and 9 present average team task performances yielded by CONE-1, CONE-2, and CONE-3 for team sizes of 50 and 100, respectively. For comparison, the average task performance of the original CONE setup is also presented. A statistical comparison of these results (figures 8 and 9) indicates that teams evolved by CONE without the GDM (CONE-1), SDM (CONE-2), and both the GDM and SDM (CONE-3), yielded a significantly lower task performance compared to CONE evolved teams for most environments. That is, for team sizes 50 and 100, there was no significant task performance difference between CONE and CONE variant evolved teams for environments [1, 3] . However, CONE evolved teams yielded a significantly higher task performance for environments [4, 10] . Furthermore, teams evolved by the CONE variants yielded task performances comparable to CCGA and MESP evolved teams. That is, there was no statistically significant difference between the average task performances of teams evolved by the CONE variants, CCGA, and MESP for all environments and team sizes tested.
These results further support hypothesis 2 (section 1.3), since they indicate that both the SDM and GDM were necessary for CONE to evolve teams with the most effective GACC behaviors. That is, when only the GDM or SDM or neither the SDM or GDM were active within the CONE process (CONE-1, CONE-2 or CONE-3), the fittest teams achieved average task performances comparable to that of the fittest CCGA and MESP teams. 
Conclusions and Future Directions
This article evaluated controller design methods that coupled cooperative co-evolution and neuro-evolution to solve a collective behavior task. The research goal was to demonstrate that the Collective Neuro-Evolution (CONE) method evolves controllers in teams of simulated robots, such that the teams' collective behaviors out-perform that evolved by related methods. The collective behavior task was Gathering and Collective Construction (GACC).
Results found genotype and specialization metrics used by CONE for regulating recombination between genotype populations facilitated beneficial specialized behaviors. The interactions between specialized and unspecialized behaviors in CONE evolved teams resulted in a higher GACC task performance, compared to teams evolved by related controller design methods. The CONE metrics regulated inter-population genotype recombination based on the similarity of specialized behaviors exhibited by controllers and the similarity of genotypes. These results are supported by previous work that applied CONE to evolve controllers in a multi-rover task (Nitschke et al., 2010) . This article's study, thus, also demonstrates that CONE is appropriate for evolving collective behaviors in tasks where behavioral specialization is beneficial, but the form of specialization is not known a priori.
Future work will focus on investigating inter-dependencies between the genotype and specialization metrics in CONE evolved teams, and mechanisms that lead to emergent specialization. Furthermore, CONE's capability to evolve collective behavior solutions requiring both behavioral and morphological specialization will be examined. Thus, the principles of CONE to effectuate specialization as a means of increasing collective behavior task performance will be adapted and tested for agents in cooperative co-evolution systems not using artificial neural network controllers. Different controller types, such as rule-based controllers, will be tested in various collective behavior tasks to ascertain if other controller types yield the same benefits.
